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1. Introduction

The concept of confounding in factorial experiments has been familiar
for over a decade and the simpler designs, specially the symmetrical
confounded designs involving a number of factors, all at the same
level, have been worked out by Yates,^ Nair, '̂® gose and Kishen^
and others. The methods employed, for the construction of these
designs were, however, different in different cases. It was R. A.
Fisher who drew attention first to the theory of Abelian groups and the
relations recognisable in the choice of interactions for confounding.
In his first paper,® he developed the theory to cover only cases involving
factors at two levels each. This was extended by him later® to
(i) factors involving any prime number of alternatives and (ii) to the
case in which the number of levels is a power of a prime. The.
same method was also employed by Finney' in developing the theory'
of fractional replications' of factorial arrangements. It has been the
experience of the authorvthat among the several methods of approach
ing this problem, the application of the properties of Abelian groups,
offers a particularly convenient and simple way of obtaining the various
alternative layouts of a symmetrical confounded system, specially
when neither the number: of factors nor the number of alternatives is
large. The essence of the material contained in Sectioris 2-5 of
this paper is to be found in Finney's paper' and Sections 6 and 7
are extensions. The method is further developed in Sections 8-10 to
cover the case of factors at four levels. The object of this paper is
to bring together in one place for the benefit of students and others
a few designs with factors at three and four levels, by making use
of this unified procedure based upon the theory of Abelian groups.
The method is general and could be extended to other symmetrical
cases as well. It would indeed be interesting if the method of groups
could be employed for the construction of non-symmetrical factorial
designs, but there are obvious difficulties in the way.

* Received March 1951—Ec/.
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in which b = mn and a = tri + n, m and n being the number of
points on the sides of the lattice.

Similarly, by substituting the values of a, A, B and C given, in
Table II the 4th cumulant for the distribution of B-w and w-B joins
and also for the total number of joins between points of different colours
and also for the total number of joins between points of different
colours can be written.

5. Summary

A rigorous proof "for the author's result for calculating the
factorial moments of distributions arising in Markoff chains has been
given. A new simple method for obtaining the cumulants of such
distributions has also been developed.

Krishna Iyer, P. V.

Nloran, P. A. P.

Sukhatme, B. V.
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Eighth row of the table—Read " 18 " in place of" 11
3rd and 4th hnes from the bottom—" 18 " in place of" 17
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2. The 'Effect' and the 'Treatmf;nt' Groups

Let the « factors A, B,C, ... be taken at p levels each, where
p is a prime. Then the p" elements

I, A, B, A^B., C, (2.1)

form an Abelian group of order p", called the 'Effect' group, with
/ as the identity. The rule of combination of the elements of (2.1)
is multiplication and the elements satisfy the usual group conditions

A" =B'' =€" =... = !,

IA^A=AI, etc. J

It follows that the product of any number of elements of (2.1)'is
an element of (2;1).

Again, if (1) denotes a treatment combination with all the factors
at zero level and (a) differs from it in that it is at level one of A,
{d'-b) differs from it in that it is at level two of A and one of B and
so on, then the /j" elements (dropping the brackets)

\,a,b,a^b,c, (2.3)

form an Abelian group of order p", called the 'Treatment' group, with
1 as the identity. Here too the rule of combination is multiplication
and the elements satisfy conditions similar to (2.2), Viz.,

a" =Z)''=c^ =...= 1, )

l.fl =a=fl.l,etc. j
It follows again that the product of any number of elements of (2.3)
is an element of (2.3).

•Elements A".Bl^ .Cv... and a"'.W.c>".,. wilfbe called ortho
gonal if .

aa'+P^'+yy'+... = 0(mod.p) (2.5)

A sub-group of (2.1) or (2.3) consists of elements ofit, satisfying
the multiplicative property of the parent group. Every sub-group
must necessarily contain the identity. As an example, for a 3® design,
a sub-group of the effect group is

{I,AB\A^B) (2,6)-

which is oforder 3. In general, a sub-group of a group of order p'\
where p is prime, consists of p°- elements, a being a positive integer
less than n.
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Two sub-groups are said to be orthogonal to each other if every
element of one sub-group is orthogonal to every element of the
other sub-group. For example, the sub-group orthogonal to (2.6) is

{\,ab,aW) (2.7)

In the theory of confounded designs, a sub-group like (2.6) will
be called the conf9unding sub-group, specifying the interactions
confounded, whereas (2.7) will be called the intra-block sub-group
orthogonal to (2.6), consisting of all those elements of the treatment
group which are orthogonal to the elements of the confounding
sub-group. If the group is of order p" {p prime) and the confounding
sub-group is of order p°-, the intra-block sub-group will be of order

3. 32 Design

If A, B are two factors, at three levels each, there are 8 d.f.
for treatment effects, out of which 4 d.f. belong to the main effects and
4 d.f. to the interaction of A and B. The sub-group

{I,A,A^) (3.1)

is orthogonal to a set of treatment combinations, not containing a,
viz.,

{Ub,b^) (3.2)

If, therefore, the three treatment combinations (3.2) be allocated to
one sub-block and those obtained by multiplying the elements of
(3.2) by a, viz.,

(^7, ab, ab^) (3.3)
and

(a^ d^b, a^b^) (3.4)

to two other sub-blocks, then the contrasts between the three sub-
blocks (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) are equivalent'to the contrasts between the
three levels of the factor A. Thus the sub-group (3.1) may be said
to represent the main effect of A-

The interaction elements are

AB,AW,AB\AW' (3.5)

which in conjunction with I, automatically form themselves into two
sub-groups, viz.,

{I,AB\A'B) (3.6)

and

{I,AB,A^B^) (3.7)
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which in the notation of Yates may be called the / and J components
of tlie interaction AxB. We have

I{AxB) = {I,AB\A^B) (3.8)

J{AxB) = {I,AB,A^B^) • (3.9)

and 2 d.f. correspond to each of I and /.

If confounding is required, which is hardly necessary for a 3''
design, main effects must be left free and one of the sub-groups
(3.8) or (3.9) may be chosen as the confounding sub-group to give
a design with three sub-blocks of three plots each.. Thus if (3.8) be
selected as the confounding sub-group, the intra-block sub-group of
treatment combinations orthogonal to it is

{\,ab,aW) .(3.10)

If the treatment combinations (3.10) be allocated to one sub-block
and those obtained by multiplying (3.10) by a and cfii viz.,

{a,a^b,b'') Sind {a\b,ab'') (3.11)

to two other sub-blocks, then the 2 d.f. corresponding to I {Ax B) are
confounded with the sub-blocks.

This method of division of 4 d.f. for interaction Into two
orthogonal sets of 2 d.f. each, is fruitful as it is capable of an extension
to the case of several factors at three levels each.

4. 3® Design

In this case, it is desirable to leave the 6 d.f. for the main effects
and 12 d.f. for two-factor interactions free, and confound some 2 d.f.
for the three-factor interaction to obtain three sub-blocks of nine plots
each. The elements of the effect group corresponding to the three-
factor interaction are ; .

ABC, A^BC, AB^C, A^B^C, ABC^, A^BC% AB'^a, AW~C^ (4.1)
Along with the identity /, they automatically form themselves into four
sub-groups; viz., (I, AB^a, A'BC), (I, AB^C, A'BC% (/, ABa, AW'C)
and (I, ABC, A^B^C^), which in the notation of Yates may be identified
with W, X, Y, Z respectively. Moreover from the rules (3.8)- and
(3.9) we may write

W= {I, AB^C\ A^BC) s/{/(^x5)xC} (4.2).
Z = (/, AB^C, AWC') (AxB)xC} (4.3)

r s (/, ABC^ A'B^C) s / {/ (AxB)x C} (4.4)

Z (I, ABC, A^B^C^) = ,/ {/ {A xB)xC} . (4.5)
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Any 2 d.f. corresponding to one of the four orthogonal sets (4.2)
to (4.5) may be confounded. Thus if Y be confounded, the jntra-
block sub-group of treatment combinations consists of nine elements
orthogonal to (4.4). The required sub-group is

(1, abc^ d'b, aWc, ab\ b^c\ d^c"', ac, be) (4.6)

Actually if any two independent elements of (4.6) orthogonal to
the elements of (4.4) are found, the whole sub-group (4.6) can be
generated. Moreover the orthogonality of these two elements may be
tested only for one element of (4.4) since it will then automatically
hold for. the other element. In general, for a 3" design, if the confound
ing sub-group consists of 3^ elements, generated by any k independent
elements, the intra-block sub-group consists of elements, generated
by any {n —k) independent elements, each of which is orthogonal to
the Jt elements generating the confounding sub-group. If the treatment
combinations of..(4.6) be allotted to one sub-block, the two sub-blocks
obtained by multiplying (4.6) by a, are

... . - {a, a'bc'', b, b^c, ab^c^ d'c, abc) •-) .
and • • (4.7)

(a^, bc^, ab, ab^c, b^, aWc^, a&, c, cP'bc) J

If (4.6) and (4.7) form the three sub-blocks, then2d.f. for Y are
confounded.

In the same way, if 2 d.f. or PF are confounded, the three sub-
blocks are

. . (1, ab, a^b^, a^bc, b^c, ac, ab^c^, bc^, a^c^) y

; • {a, a^b, b\ bc, ab'̂ c, a^c, aWc^, abc^, c^) ' i > (4.8)

(^z^ b, ab^, abc, a^b^c, c, b^c^, cfibc^, ac^) J ^

If.2 d.f. for X are confounded, the three sub-blocks are . ,. -

M - (1, ab, aW, d^c, be, ab^e, ctc^, b^c^, a^bc^) -j
{a, a^b, b^, c, abe, aWc, aV-, ab'-e^, bc^) i (4.9)
{a^,b, ab"^, ac, a^bc,b^e, e^, aWc^, abc^) J

Finally if two d.f. for' Z are confounded, the three sub-blocks are, -

(1, ab^, a^b, ac^, aWe^, bc^, a^c, abe, b^c) j -• " ' ^
• (a, a^P, b, a^c'̂ , b^e-, abc^, c, a^bc, ab'̂ c) (• (4.10)

.. {a^,b\ab,c^,ab'-c\d^bc\ae,bc;tfib''-c) 3
A balanced design can be obtained with four" replications, con

founding W, X, Y, Z, one in each replication and thereby preserving
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three-fourths the information even on the three-factor interaction, the
main effects and two-factor interactions being unconfounded.

33 design in nine blocks of three plots each is unsuitable but its
chief features may be mentioned. Here 8 d.f. are confounded and it
is desirable to leave the main effects free and confound as many
degrees of freedom due to the three-factor interaction as possible.
However if W and X be both confounded, the main effect of C is
also confounded. Therefore, consistent with the condition that the
main effects are to be kept free, only one set of 2 d.f. for the" three-
factor interaction corresponding to or JSf or 7 or Z can, be ,con
founded. The remaining 6 d.f. to be confounded necessarily belong
to two-factor interactions. With W, I(AxB) cannot be confounded
as that would mean confounding the main effect of C also. Follbwing

•degrees of freedom can be simultaneously confounded:

fVorI {I (AxB)x C}, together withJ (AxB), J (AxC), I (BxC) (4.11)
X OT J {I (AxB) XC}, together with J {Ax B), I (AXC), J {B x C) (4.12)

Y oxI [J{Ax B)x C}, together with I {Ax B), J {Ax C), J {B xC) (4.13)

Z or / {/ (^ XB)XC}, together with I {AxB), I {AxC), I {BxC) {A .U)

If the 8 d;f. due to (4.11) be confounded, theconfounding sub-group is

{I, AB, A^B\ AC, A'C\ B'-C, BC\ A^BC, AB^C^) (4.15)

The intra-block sub-group of treatment combinations orthogonal to
(4.15) is

{I, ci^bc, ab^c^) (4.16)

The elements of (4.16) forrii one sub-block and the remaining eight
sub-blocks, obtained in the usual manner by multiplication of its
elements by suitable elements of the treatment group, are

{a,bc,aWc^) (4.17)
{a^abc,b^c^) ' (4.18)
{b, a^b^c, ac^) (4.19)

: {b\a^c,abc^) (4.20)
{c, a^b.c\ ab^) (4.21)

j ' (cVa^^, ab^c) (4.22)
, {ab, b^-c, a^c^) (4.23)

{aW, ac, bc^) (4.24)

(4116) to (4.24) give the iiine sub-blocks ofthree plots each, confound-
irig the eight degrees of freedom given, by (4.11) or (4.15).
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With four replications, a balanced design can be obtained in which
each of I and J components of the two-factor interactions is confounded
in two replications only, while each of the components W, X, Y, Z
of the three-factor interaction is confounded in one replication only.
Thus half the information on the two-factor interactions and a quarter
on the three-factor interaction is lost, while the main effects are

.preserved.
5. 34 Design

The design may usefully be arranged in nine sub-blocks of nine
plots each, per replication, confounding the 8 d.f. due to three-factor
interactions only. The 8 d.f. foT AxBxC form themselves into the
four sub-groups (4.2) to (4,5). Similar sub-groups exist for the
8 d.f. corresponding to the interaction AxBxD. With Z (AxBx C),
can be associated only fV(AxBxD) or X(AxBxD) in the confound
ing sub-group as Y{AxBxD) or Z{AxBxD) leads to the con
founding of two-factor interactions also. Thus for each of W, X,
Y, Z components of y4x^xC, there are two possible ways ofcombin
ing the 2 d.f. out oi AxBxD, giving eight possible combinations in
all. It is seen that the degrees of freedom confounded for BxCxD
and AxCxD are then automatically fixed up. The eight possible
confounding sub-groups may be given below:

(/, ABC, A^BD, AB^D% AC^D, A^CD\ B^CD, BC^D^)
confounding K^-l)

Z{AxBxC),W{AxBxD)..X{AxCxD),W{BxCxD) J

(/, ABC, AW'̂ C'-, ABW, A^BD\ ACW^ A^CD, B^CD'\ BCD) |
confounding K5-2)

Z {AxBxC), X{AxBxD), W{AxCxD),X{BxCxD) )

(/, A^BC, AB^C\ ABD, AWW% ACD\ A^CW, B^CD, BC^D"-) |
confounding >(5.3)

W{AxBxC),Z {AxBxD), Y{AxCxD), W{BxCxD) )
(/, A^BC, AB^CS A^BW, ABD\ ACD, A^CW\ BCW, B^CD'̂

confounding /(5-4)
W{AxBxC), Y{AxBxD),Z {AxCxD), X{BxCxD) J
(f, AB^C, A^BC\ ABD, A''-B '̂D\ ACW^ A^CD, BCD\ B^-C^D) -j

confounding K5-5)
X{AxBxC),Z (AxBxD), WiAxCxD), Y(BxCxD) )

{[, AB'C, A^BC\ A^B'-D, ABD\ AC^D, A^CD\ BCD, B'-CW^) .
confounding >(5-6)

XiAxBxC), Y{AXBxD), X{AxCxD),Z {BxCxD)
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(/, ABC\ A^BD, AB^D\ ACD, A^OD\ BCD\ B^OD)
confounding i(5.7)

YiAxBxC), W{AxBxD),Z{AxCxD), Y{B\CxD) i
(/, ABC^, A^B'-C, ABW, AWD^ ACD^ A'C'D, BCD, B^aU')

confounding >(5.8)
, Y{AxBxC),X{AxBxD),Y{AxCxD),Z{BxCxD) . J

Any one of the sub-groups (5.1) to (5.8) maybe chosen as the
confounding sub-groups. - The intra-block sub-group of nine treatment
combinations orthogonal to it can be easily written down in the usual
manner. It is generated by just two independent elements. .For
example, if (5.1) be selected as the confounding sub-group, the
elements abc, a-bd are orthogonal to every element of it. The control
sub-block being generated by these elements is

(1, abc, d^bd, aWc^, b^cd, ac^d, ab'̂ d^, a^cd^, bc^d^) (5.9)

The remaining eight sub-blocks are then written out with the help of
(5.9) in the usual manner by multiplication of its elements by any
elements of the treatment group. For ready reference they are given
below:

(a, a^bc, bd, bV-, ab^cd, a^c% aWd\ cd\ abc^d^)

{d^, be, abd, ab^c^, aWcd, c^d, b^d^, acd'̂ , a^bcW)

{b, ab^c, aWd, a^c^, cd, abc^d, ad^, a^bcd^, b^c^d^)

(b^, ac, a^d, a^bc^, bed, ab^c^d, abd^,aWcd^, c^dP)

(c, abc^, a^bcd, aW, b^c^d, ad, ab^cd^, a^c^d^, bd^)

{c^, ab, a^bcM, a'̂ b^c, b^d, acd, ab^c^d^, a^d^, bcd^)

{d, abed, a^bd^, aWcM, b^cd^, ae^d^, ab^, a^e, bc^)

(d^, abcd% a^b, aWe^d'̂ , b% ac'̂ , abhJ, a^ed, be^d)

If the design be arranged in nine sub-blocks given by (5.9) and (5.10),
then the 8 d.f. represented by (5.1) are confounded; In the same way,,
we can write down the nine sub-blocks, when any one of (5.2) to
(5.8) is chosen as the confounding sub-group. A balanced design
can evidently be obtained with four replications if (5.1), (5.4), (5.5)
and (5.8) are confounded, one in each replication. In such a design,
each of W, X, Y, Z for each of the four three-factor interactions is
confounded once only, thus yielding three-fourths the information on
each of the three-factor interactions, while preserving all other effects.
In the same way, another balanced design with four replications,
confounding (5.2), (5.3), (5.6) and (5.7), one in each replication, cau
be obtained.

(5.10)
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6. 3" Design in 3 Sub-Blocks of 3"-i Plots Each

There are 2" d.f. for the 77.-factor interaction, which by general
isation of the results of the preceding sections, can be broken up into
2"~i orthogonal sets of 2 d.f. each. For example, when n = 3, the
2^ d.f.^ for the three-factor interaction AxBxC can be broken up into
22 sets, viz., W, X, T, Z of 2 d.f. each. If a fourth factor D be intro
duced, then with W (AxBxC) can be associated two sub-groups

W^^(I,AWCD, -)

IV, = (I, AWCD^ AB^aD) J
Siniilarly, two sub-groups X^, correspond to X; Yi, Y, to Y, and
Zi, Z, to Z, giving 2® sub-groups in all of 2 d.f. each. If a fifth-
factor E be introduced, two sub-groups correspond to each of Wi, W,,:
Xi, Yx, Fa, Zi, Zj, giving 2'̂ sub-groups of 2 d.f. each. Proceeding,
in this way, 2"-^ orthogonal sets of 2 d.f. each, corresponding to the
highest order interaction can be obtained. Any one of these 2"-i sets may
be •confounded and the sub-block with control treatment, containing
3""^ elements of the treatment group orthogonal to it can be written out,
the remaining two sub-blocks being then written out in the usual manner.

7. 3® Design in 3^ Blocks of 3® Plots Each

The confounding sub-groups of Section 5 could be modified by
the introduction of a fifth factor £. Thus out of (5.1) could be
obtained two confounding sub-groups

(/, ABC^AWC\ A^BDE, ABW-E\ AC^DE, A '̂CD^E^ B^CDE, BC'D^E^)
• . (7.1)

(/, ABC, A^B'-C\ AWDE\ ABW-E, ACWE\ A^CD'-E, B'-CDE^ BC-D^E)
(7.2)

In (7.1) .or (7.2), 2 d.f. confounded belong to three-factor interaction,
while the remaining 6 d.f. confounded belong to four-factor interactions.
Thus, if 2 d.f. belonging to AxBxC are confounded, .sixteen possible
confounding sub-groups are thereby obtained. But as there are,
10 ways of selecting three factors out of five, there are in all 160 possible
ways of arranging a 3® design in 3- blocks of 3® plots each, confound
ing in each arrangement, 2 d.f. due to a three-factor interaction and
6 d.f. due to a four-factor interaction, all other effects being uncon-
founded.

8. Factors at Four Levels

The methods -of preceding sections could be applied to any ca:se
in which the nuniber of levels is a prime. The procedure has to be
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sligfitly modified if the number of levels is a power of a prime; and
may-be illustrated by considering factors at 2^ levels. ; .

• The 3 d.f. corresponding to the main effect of A may be represented
by the group

(/,A„A„A,) (8.1)
with the conditions

A' = A' = ^3^ = A ^1^2 = = A' AAs = A . (8.2) ,
which are obviously consistent.

If there are n factors at four levels each, the effect group and the
treatment group, consist of 4" elements each. In the treatment group,
an element such as a,bx,... will denote a treatment, combination

r s I . i. • • '

with the factor A at level r, B at level C at level t, etc. (r, s, t...
= 0, 1, 2, 3). Actually, a letter with sufl3x zero is dropped altogether.
The orthogonality (mod. 2) of an element of the effect group, with an'
element of the treatment group follows at once if "the two elements'
have an even number of letters' in common, after they are expressed
with suffixes 1 and 2 by using (8.2) and similar relations. Thus the
elements A^B^ and expressed as. A^B^B^ and 03^1^2 ^re clearly
orthogonal, as they have two elements in common.

.. 9. 42 Design , •

Let A, B be two factors at four levels each. The effect group
consists of 16 elements obtained by multiplying out the eleriients of
(/, Aj^, A2, A3) and (/, B2, -63). If confounding is required at all,',
it is desirable to leave the main effects free and confound only some
of 9 d.f. for. the-interaction, which are represented by the elements.-.

(/, A1B2, AiBg, A2B1, A2B2, A^Bg, AgBj^, A3B2, A^Bg) (9.1)

The elements of (9.1) automatically form themselves into three ortho
gonal components P^, P^, P3 (say) of 3 d.f. each, represented by the ^
sub-groups

Pi (AxB)^ (I, A,B„ A2B2, AgB,) (9.2),

P2{AXB}={I, A1B2, ^3^1) (9.3)

PgiAxB)^iT, A,Bg, A2B^, A^B2) (9.4)

(9.1) can alternatively be broken up into another set of three orthogonal
components Q2, (say) of 3 d.f. each, represented by the sub
groups

Qi (AxB) = (/, AiBi, ^2-®3> ^3^2) (^ •5)
Q2{AxB) = {I, A^B^, A^Bi, AgBs) (9.6),

Qg{AxB)^{I, AiB^, A2B2, A^Bi) • , (9.7)
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The dssign could be arranged in four sub-blocks of four plots each,
per replication, by choosing the confounding sub-group any one of
(9.2) to (9.7). For example, if be confounded, to find the sub-
block containing the control treatment, must first be expressed as

{I, A,B„ AoB^Bo^, A^A,B^) (9.8)

in view of (8.2);, and the sub-group of the treatment group orthogonal
to (9.8) is

(1, fla/;!, (9.9)
which reduces to

{\, ajb.^ (9.10)

Each elenient of (9.9) has an even number of letters in common with
each element of (9.8), showing that the two sub-groups are orthogonal.
(9.10) gives thfe treatment combinations of the control sub-block,
from which the remaihing three sub-blocks can be written out in the
usual manner. For ready reference they are given below:

(fli, 63, \

.(02, 63, 03^)3, aA) (9.11)

(<73, a^by, a^b^, b^ ^

If (9.10) and (9.11) form the four sub-blocks, then 3 d.f. for P.2 (AxB)
will be confounded with sub-blocks. Similarly, we can get the design,
when the 3 d.f, confounded belong to P3, Qj^, Q^, Q^.

Three replications could give a balanced design, confounding the
set Pj, P3, one in each replication, thereby preserving two-thirds
the information on each component. Another balanced design of three
replications could be obtained by confoimding the set Q^, Q^, Q3.

10. 43 Design

The design can usefully be arranged in four sub-blocks of sixteen
plots each, per replication, confounding a set of 3 d.f. belonging
solely to the three-factor interaction. If 3 d.f. due to Fi{AxB),
given by (9.2) be taken, the third factor C could be introduced with it
and the six possible confounding sub-groups are

Pi {PAAxB)xC}, P2 {P,iAxB)xC}, Pg {P^iAxB)xC} "

Q, {Pi {AxB)x C}, Q, {Pi (AxB)x C}, Q, {P, {AxB)xC} -

Similar sets of confounding sub-groups could be taken with each of
(9.3) to (9.7). It appears, therefore, that 36 confounding sub-groups
could be chosen in all. The control sub-block corresponding to any
given confounding sub-group, consists of 16 elements of the treatment
group, orthogonal to it. . Thus let the confounding sub-group be

(10.1)
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P.,{P^{AxB)xC}

= (/, A^B^Ci)

{I, A^B^C.^, A^B^C^C^, AxA^B^B^C^) (10.2)

To find the intra-block sub-group of 16 treatment combinations ortho
gonal to (10.2), only four independent elements, besides the identity!,
having an even number of letters in common with the elemfents of (10.2)
are required. They may be taken as

Qibi, ci^b^, CI1CI2C2, biC-jC^ (10.3)

which along with the identity generate the sub-group(1, a\bi, aj}^, b^c-^c^, a^a^bib.^, Chj}-^C2,'\
(I1C1C2, Qib^c^t o^b^b^CiC^, OiCi.ibiC^, j (10.4)
bib^c^, a^oob^ci^c^, a^bib-^Cx, b^Cy ^

which becomes

A, a^by, floZ)2, £^3^2, byC^, ^sb^, a^b^c^, i\C^, ^(10 5)
\a1b2C2, a^bsC^, a^biCi, b^C2, a^b2C^, ^72^i> b^Ci/

The elements of (10.5) form the control sub-block and the other three
sub-blocks could be written out from it in the usual manner. For
ready reference they are given below:

bi, a^bn, ^2^21 ^ibi^i, Oob^, cij}ic2, C3, v

^2^2' aib^C2, fl2^2^3> b^Ci, aib2Cx/

^3^1' ^2' ^i<^2) Oibg, biC.^, \

h^c^, UybiC^, 02b^C2f ciib2c^, c^, u^b^c^, a2b2Ci/

C3; ^ibi, C2, ajy^c^, 63, a-Jj-yC2, ^2^3) \
a^oCa, GiZ^aCg, b^c^, Ga^oCi,

Thus if (10.5) and (10.6) form the four sub-blocks of a design, the
3 d.f. for Pa {Pi (^ X5) XC} are confounded. Similarly, we can form
the design when any one of certain 36 sub-groups is chosen as the
confounding sub-group. Nine replications give' a balanced design
in which all the 27 d.f. due to the three-factor interaction are confounded
and there are four such balanced designs.

Summary

The theory of Abelian groups has been applied to the construc-
tioti of confounded 3" designs. The cases n = 1, 3,4 have been

(10.6)
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studied in some detail. It will be found that this method of con
struction is considerably simpler than the methods based upon the use
of orthogonal Latin squares and involves no strain upon the memory.
2" designs have been left out of discussion as they have been treated
fully by this method by R. A. Fisher. The method is extended to i
4" designs and as an illustration, the . cases n = 2,3 have been
discussed, . . .
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